_____January

2010 Newsletter

Not Necessarily Normal:

This month we take a look at heroes, villains and the problems with
powers. It ain't easy having to hide an alter-ego from the world, yet alone that nifty x-ray vision thing you may
be able to do.
Borders Ramsey (Interstate)
That's Science Fiction
If it deals with entertainment/cinema, our Master of
Tuesday, January 5, 2010 – 7p
Entertainment Moderator will cover it.
*Dining follows this event.
Hillsdale Public Library
Watchmen: Tales of the Black Freighter & Hulk
Modern Masters
VS. (animated)
Friday January 22, 2010 – 8p
Face the Fiction
Borders Ramsey (Interstate)
Saturday January 9, 2010
Black & White by Jackie Kessler
Panera Restaurant – Ramsey
Infinite Chaos: A Temnia Campaign
Meet & Greet/Writer’s Cooperative
Saturday January 23 – 2p – 10p
*See p. 2 for details
Directions available upon request/contact Todd
Suspense Central
Welcome to the Western Nations of Temnia, a brutal
Monday January 11, 2010 – 8p
and vicious tyranny ruled by the Immortal
Panera Bread Restaurant - www.paneranj.com
Emperor, the illustrious Naram'tzin, your boss. This
1300 RT. 17 North
game explores life in the far West, where
Ramsey, NJ 07446
powerful Samurai serve demon-worshipping madmen,
and expediency and survival are balanced
201.236.6300
Soon I Will Be Invincible by Justin Grossman
by honor and horror. A new day in the Yenxhai
Dominions is dawning, and the peaceful nations of
Drawing A Crowd
the East should beware!
Wednesday January 13, 2010 – 8p
New Moon Comics - www.newmooncomics.com
Themes of the Fantastic
Tuesday January 26, 2010 – 8p
This month moderator Tim Cook takes a fun look at
'super dysfunctions'. Not everything goes right for
Wayne Public Library – www.waynepubliclibrary.org
superheroes or super-villains (i.e. Dr. Evil).
This month we will be discussing the problems with
powers. What can and does go wrong? Evil plots get
Fantasy Gamers Group
foiled; tights must get runs in them. What other
Saturday January 16, 2010 - 2:30 p - 7:30 p
calamities might occur?
Directions available upon request/contact Todd
Join us for terror, monsters, madness and more as we
explore the city of Arkham MA with our monthly Call
of Cthulu (Chaosium 6th edition) game. Books are
available for order at New Moon Comics.

please visit www.sfsnnj.com for full details
Films to Come: 4-Star Movie Discussion
Wednesday January 20, 2010 – 7p
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SFSNNJ
SFSNNJ Face the Fiction presents:
New Year Meet & Greet/Writer’s Cooperative
Panera Bread Restaurant
1300 Rt. 17 North
Ramsey, NJ 07446
201.236.6300
We start 2010 with a unique and fun event – we will combine a casual Meet & Greet and a
Writer’s Cooperative.
The evening will be food, festivities and a unique Writer's Cooperative as we start the New
Year in a fun, casual way.
Join us for an SFSNNJ Meet & Greet – meet new members, talk with old friends as we begin
2010. Join the SFSNNJ in embracing the classics of genre while looking toward the future.
While we chat and catch up with one another, we will also have a unique Writer’s
Cooperative. Many of our members are published authors, aspiring writers and/or artists. This
event will be casual, fun and provide helpful advice. Bring work you'd like to share: stories,
poems, drawings - whatever you'd like. If you prefer, sit in and listen - you don't have to be a
writer/artist to enjoy listening to good stories and offer advice. This cooperative will provide
useful, supportive advice in a supportive setting. The concept for the cooperative is to help
each other – not criticize. If you need advice about a storyline or character development. Have
you drawn something you’d like an opinion on? This cooperative will allow us to share, offer
guidance and suggestions, while enjoying good company.
Come out to meet new people. Bring your work or just bring your ears. Either way, come out
and start 2010 with friends.
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December Meeting Recaps
That’s Science Fiction! – Tuesday, December 1, 2009
Attendees were treated to a heartwarming Hasselkus Holiday film, "Prancer" (1989). I'm writing this because AnnMarie balked when I said she should use the word "heartwarming" in describing my latest Christmas pick. Anyway,
the film was enjoyed by all. When at the diner afterward, it was agreed that the last four years have all been fine
holiday fare. I'll have to try and live up to these high expectations again next year. (Chris H)
Additional comments:
Yes, it was agreed the last four picks were fine holiday fare - by Chris! LOL!
He left out the good stuff! For example, in a truly subtle and innocent way, Barry provided Chris with several lists of
Christmas films for possible future films. Yay! We just may call him King Aragorn after that bold move ;)
Here's a rundown of some things the man who thinks Santa's Sweatshop is fine idea didn't tell you:
•
Little girl, Jessica, falling out of tree while trying to rescue Prancer from his 2x4 cage - did she break her
neck?
•
Jessica's dad selling Prancer into servitude (why he winds up in said cage, while kids come and throw things
at him.
•
Dad wanting to shoot title named reindeer daughter finds because it's 'injured and gonna die anyway' doesn't even try to help the poor little guy. AND tries to shoot poor injured reindeer in front of his daughter
as she begs and pleads with him!! When dad turns around to grab daughter by her hood and drag her
(really) and then turns back around, reindeer is gone. Liz said it was a good thing the reindeer "hid behind a
tree"
•
Mean big brother
•
Wacky crazy lady (played delightfully by Cloris Leachman) chasing kids with a broom
•
'big mouth' friend who really isn't a big mouth (played by Arianna Richards of Jurassic Park fame)
•
And of course, the big heart-warming scene where Prancer returns to woods, runs off and his footprints end
at the edge of a cliff. Little Jess stands weeping believing Prancer's met a grisly end, when grouchy Dad
(played by Sam Elliot) tells her to listen - 'you can hear his bells ringing'. Liz, Jo and I all believe it was really
the sound of Prancer rolling down the mountainside and in his death throes, ergo the ringing bells. Chris-IAm-Delusion al did not agree with this theory.
So yeah, it was another Chris Christmas - we sat horrified, Chris tried to convince us of the 'heartwarmingness' and
we thanked the stars we were not little Jessica or Prancer.
We continued the night at Seville Diner where the merriment continued. Movies, radio, TV specials, missing soup,
hesitant to join us soda, the Internet knows nothing, and the big question of the night, what do Klondike and Ukraine
have in common? (AM)
Drawing A Crowd – Wednesday, December 9, 2009
Comic book fans met to discuss the latest. Our moderator Tim Cook compared DC & Marvel, especially that if one
introduces a character, the other follows with a very similar one. Movie adaptations were also discussed, with Iron
Man and The Dark Knight being mentioned. Quite a lively and worthwhile discussion,as is the norm. (CH)
I forgot to mention that Tim doesn't like Superman because he always wins. Tim liked it when they killed Superman
off! (CH)
Face the Fiction/Holiday Dinner – Saturday, December 12, 2009
For the fourth consecutive year The SFSNNJ capped off the Face The Fiction series with our annual Holiday Dinner
& Panel Discussion, this year's topic being the Sights & Sounds of SF. Dean Cartier opened the doors for us at 6:10
p.m. so that Ann-Marie & others could bring in the food and items for the swap table, while "Santa" Bill W. brought in
& set up the drinks. Our Dinner hour was enlivened by the presence of our surprise guests, Master Chris Trimarchi (a
gaming friend of Master Todd & Field Ops Director for Americans For Prosperity-NJ, the group I work for) who bought
the legendary Mayor Steve Lonegan of Bogota (the senior policy advisor for AFP-NJ & my friend) with him. The food
available included eggplant, ziti, meatballs, rice & potatoes, as well as salad & a cheese & crackers platter. A little
after 8:00 p.m. Master Todd started the discussion proper by introducing the Sounds representatives first: Larry
Weiner & Angelo Panetta from the Radio Repertory Company of America, and old friend Tony Tellado, who hosts the
Sci-Fi Talk radio show. Larry & Angelo talked about how they submitted their first production series, Garson Krebs
Private Eye (which resembled an old fashioned radio drama) to NPR Playhouse. Unfortunately NPR Playhouse was
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dropped from the airwaves shortly thereafter. Larry said their next series was The Stealer of Souls featuring Katey
Segal from Married With Children ("and Futurama" cried Big Gene) followed by their first foray into science fiction,
Flight of the Bumble Bee with Marina Sirtis from TNG in the lead role. The success of these drama series led to the
Anne Manx drama with Claudia Christian from Babylon 5 as Anne (All these series can be purchased as CD's at their
website, www.rrca.com ). Angelo talked a little about the production end of it (Larry writes the scripts & Angelo writes
the music score & handles the sound effects) and played an excerpt from one of their programs. Tony Tellado talked
about his Sci-Fi Talk show and how it has evolved into a podcast (along with how shorter interviews work better than
longer ones). Illustrators Mike Schneider (who put together the reanimated version of Night of the Living Dead [the
original being one of Mr.Lonegan's favorites BTW] & Dorian Bachman were up next and they talked about the
steampunk series they were working on (they also had on display some of their artwork)& J.M. DeSantis discussed
his involvement with the Planet Lovecraft magazine. One of the highlights of the Question & Answer period was the
panel's discussion of the future for their respective works. Mike S. boldly stated that Mass Media as we knew it in the
20th Century is dead, having been killed off by the Internet. Tony agreed, saying that the networks will always exist
because of real-time coverage of news & sporting events, but that entertainment will be almost completely controlled
by the Internet without the restraints of commercial considerations. Both Larry & Angelo argued that artists were more
creative under those restraints then they are now. Larry envisioned a future where each person had his own channel
& created his own content. Afterwards everybody relaxed with coffee & dessert until clean up began. By 11:30 many
of us were out the door & headed to the Stateline Diner to continue the evening, where Master Toper’s Xmas film
choices were again ridiculed.
Suspense Central – Monday, December 14, 2009
Suspense Central, led by moderator Aurelia Long, met Monday to discuss Nightlife by Rob Thurman. We highly
recommend this book (and the others that follow it in the series). We had an animated discussion about this book
that lasted the full two hours!
Nightlife, by author Rob Thurman, is the first in a series about two brothers, Niko and Cal, who are well-acquainted
with things that bump in the night. You gotta love a book that has the tag-line - Cal Leandros...half-human, half
monster, ALL attitude.
The series is called the Cal Leandros series and focuses on two brothers (the above mentioned Cal and Niko) that
know monsters are among us. Cal is in fact, half-monster thanks to his father's evil monster blood. Mom was
monster but of the human variety. Cal is sardonic, mischievous, sarcastic and deep-down a frightened, unsure boy.
Big brother Niko has the task of looking out for his little brother and making sure Cal's evil Auphe father (think big bad
and intensify that) doesn't come for Cal to take him home to a VERY unpleasant place. Niko is stoic, wicked smart, a
martial arts expert and I would not want to make him mad.
The story takes place in New York City. In this tale the Big Apple has a boggle in Central Park (with a habit of eating
humans who get too close), a vampire in a penthouse (who also dates Niko), and a troll under the Brooklyn Bridge.
The troll really scares Jo because we met and battled an ugly stumpy troll in real life! That's the tip of the iceberg.
Niko and Cal have been on the run from Cal's father. His father is of the Auphe race - a truly terrifying ancient race.
It's been three years, but now dear old dad has found Cal and wants him. Not good.
The story is well-written, intense and has wonderfully fleshed out characters. All agreed that Rob Thurman does a
great job of writing believable characters and does a fantastic job of using first person narrative. The twists and turns
of the story keep you turning pages. All of the characters, be it main or peripheral, are well written and have
purpose. Aurelia was not fond of Promise (the vampire character dating Niko) and let us know all night. Kathleen
and I agreed and were also not fond of her - bland. We all agreed that Robin Goodfellow, a puck, was our favorite
character. He was selfish, funny and always did the unexpected. Imagine this self-involved guy who is worried about
the mud on his new silk shirt but still rolling up his sleeves and risking his life for his friends. Loved him!
We can't recommend this one enough! Fast read, much action, great characters. This book had it all. We will be
discussing the second book in the series, Moonshine for Modern Masters on Friday, 7p, Mahwah Bar & Grill. Come
on out get some food, chat, discuss and relax with friends.
Films to Come – Wednesday, December 16, 2009
Films to Come, led by moderator Prancer Promoting Barry Weinberger, met to discuss all things cinema and
entertainment. And discuss all things we did. Bill even brought along a cool new movie poster purchase to show us.
Our well-prepared moderator had several handouts, Entertainment Weekly and unveiled a brand-spanking new
doohickey! IPod Touch (even easier access to Maltin and his dastardly guide).
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The months covered for films were November, December and January which Barry painstakingly updated to correlate
with the recent Entertainment Weekly issue.
November highlights:

•

2012 (Rolan Emmerich) - Bill said he was surprised by 2012. His exact words were, "I thought it would be
crap." He explained that he thought it would be all action with no plot/story and found himself pleasantly
surprised. Barry felt that Emmerich's The Day After Tomorrow was a better film.

•

Fantastic Mr. Fox (Wes Anderson) - this one is up for Best Animated Feature (Golden Globe) and got a
thumb's up from Barry.

•

The Blind Side (John Lee Hancock) - Chris felt this was a lovely film, but Barry was luke warm and gave it
an OK.

•

The Twilight Saga: New Moon (Chris Weitz) - Barry did not enjoy this one as much as the first film in the
series. He felt it was 'under plotted'

•

Precious (Lee Daniels) - Barry Prediction: Mo'nique will win for Best Supporting Actress as the horrible
mother of the title character.

December highlights:

•

Up in the Air (Jason Reitman) - this one led to a comparative of dad Ivan and son Jason. Barry looked up
each of their films and compared gross, ratings, etc. He felt son Jason edged out dad Ivan by a margin and
gave the win to Jason. This met with some trepidation from Bill, but the moderator stood firm.

•

The Lovely Bones (Peter Jackson) - Chris pointed out that this film is meeting with some scathing reviews
and originally had some high expectations. Bill, sitting looking at Peter Jackson's filmography list compiled
by Barry, states, "Can I ask why King Kong isn't genre?" After about a full minute of silence Barry
responded with, "No." The entire table cracked up while poor Bill sat there trying to decide if Barry was
joking or not.

As we're still early in the month, many of the films haven't been released yet. Anticipated films were talked about with
Avatar being one of the big ones as well as Sherlock Holmes. Barry then asked what TV movies we'd seen recently.
Bill discussed Gone With The Wind. I mentioned that I had also been watching GWTW (On TCM) while switching
back-and-forth between Paranormal State. I also tossed out Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band (1978) that was
on one of the HBO channels. I had never seen this movie and wish I never had. Wow, my eyes! The pain, the pain.
Why?!
Barry had a list of the 2009 Top Grossing Films. 26 films hit or passed the $100 million mark. Taking the top slot
was Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen. Barry noted that the list was mainly genre.
Big thanks to Barry for an excellent meeting. We wrapped up and continued the evening at Applebee's. Since I
didn't get cheesecake at Seville Diner I had to settle for stealing mashed potatoes at Applebee's. Monster.
Modern Masters – Friday, December 18, 2009
Modern Masters met to discuss book two, Moonshine by Rob Thurman at Mahwah Bar & Grill. We loved this book
and highly recommend not only this book, but also the other three (to date) in this series.
Attendees had a great time discussing the book over the great food at Mahwah Bar & Grill. In fact, we enjoyed this
book so much that we will be reading the next two books in the series in July!
Moonshine revisits the characters we loved in Nightlife. The story was well written, fast-paced and continued
developing the characters we enjoyed so much in the first book. This time out, Cal & Niko learn a little bit more about
lycanthropes than they ever wanted to know…
After saving the world from his fiendish father's side of the family, Cal Leandros and his stalwart half-brother Niko
have settled down with new digs and a new gig-bodyguard and detective work. And in New York City, where
preternatural beings stalk the streets just like normal folk, business is good. Their latest case has them going
undercover for the Kin-the werewolf Mafia. A low-level Kin boss thinks a rival is setting him up for a fall, and wants
proof. The place to start is the back room of Moonshine-a gambling club for non-humans. Cal thinks it's a simple inand-out job. But Cal is very, very wrong. Cal and Niko are being set up themselves-and the people behind it have a
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bite much worse than their bark. A three-headed werewolf, mutant werewolves, more monsters than you can shake
a stick at – an ordinary day for Cal and Niko and a great read for us.
We discussed Moonshine for well over an hour, and then discussed the next book in the series, Madhouse as an
upcoming selection. The food and service at MBG were very good. Everyone had a nice time. Some of us even
worked on puzzles (but weren’t rewarded with cheesecake). Excellent meeting, excellent discussion, excellent food.
Themes of the Fantastic – Tuesday, December 22, 2009
We ended 2009 with a fun gathering of Themes of the Fantastic. Moderator Bill Wagner brought us candies and
other assorted goodies to munch on while discussing the year in themes.
The meeting was free-form and much fun. Bill kept the discussion moving and shared some collectible purchases
he’d made 9one was a Blondie comic strip). Chris Hasselkus had a copy of Entertainment Weekly that I used to find
topics for discussion. We talked about the top 10 Movies of 2009, the top 10 TV shows and more. I would read the
choices in EW and attendees would chime in. Sons of Anarchy (FX) made the TV lists (Bill and I are fans) as did
Friday Nights Light (BW”s a fan).
It was both fun and enlightening to see what people were watching and whether or not we agreed/disagreed with the
critics about movies and TV. The free-form allowed us to chat about anything we wanted to and provided for over
two hours worth of discussion!
Nice meeting, good snacks and a nice way to end the year. Thanks to Bill.

Peter J. Gutierrez
*Congratulations once again to Peter for this NY Times piece
Rick Parker: Making Art (and Humor) out of Dead Things
For the rest of us, Halloween took place a couple of weeks ago, but for Rick Parker it appears to be a year-round
state of mind.
As proof, one need only glance at the latest volume in Papercutz’s paperback anthology “Tales from the Crypt.”
Released this week, it’s been gaining a lot of attention because of a story entitled “Diary of a Stinky Dead Kid,” in
which Mr. Parker’s creepy-yet-hilarious artistic style is shown off to full effect.
And of course the timing couldn’t be better: Jeff Kinney’s latest “Wimpy Kid” novel has sold in huge numbers, and
zombies continue to be pop culture’s monster du jour (sorry, “Twilight”).
Stefan Petrucha’s clever text notwithstanding, it’s Mr. Parker’s art and the overall design that catches your eye. Then,
upon a moment’s reflection, it hits you that “Diary of a Stinky Dead Kid” really can’t be a perfect point-for-point parody
for one simple reason — Mr. Parker is a much better artist than Mr. Kinney.
That’s not intended as a knock on the bestselling Mr. Kinney, who freely admits that his mediocre draftsman skills are
what led him to create his wildly popular comics-prose hybrid approach. Rather, it’s a testament to the challenge that
Mr. Parker faced.
“To have to draw in Jeff Kinney’s style was a bit of a stretch for me,” he said. “People think that it’s a simple cartoon
style and easy to do, but nothing could be farther from the truth. One of the hardest things for an artist to do is mimic
someone else’s style.”
This isn’t the first time, though, that Mr. Parker (the artist behind MTV’s “Beavis and Butt-Head”) has had his work
compared to a well-known creator — in this case, one who also happens to have a current bestseller.
“People often say my work looks like Robert Crumb’s,” says Mr. Parker, but then explains that he wasn’t really
familiar with Crumb’s art when he began his career. In fact, he had stopped reading comics with Mad Magazine in the
early ’60s.
“Maybe my work resembles his because we’ve looked at a lot of the same types of comics,” Mr. Parker speculates.
“He’s only three years older than I am.” (Mr. Crumb is 66.)
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And what might those childhood influences be? Everything from Little Golden Books (remember those?) to “Mutt and
Jeff” and “Little Orphan Annie.”
Of the latter, Mr. Parker says “there was something really strange about it. Kind of dark and mysterious.”
Indeed, that element of the intensely strange and dark in what is ostensibly humorous is essential to understanding
Mr. Parker’s aesthetic. On his Web site you can check out matchbook cover homages to talents like Jack Davis,
whose renderings of the Crypt Keeper made that character iconic, and Belgian surrealist René Magritte. Indeed, Mr.
Parker’s own work might be best described as a potent blend of those two sensibilities
But to do so would leave out the impact of comic’s artist Will Elder, whom, in a telling phrase, Mr. Parker
characterizes as having “a wicked sense of humor.” Like Mr. Davis, Mr. Elder was able to cross over from drawing the
landmark EC horror comics to becoming a mainstay on the same publisher’s fledging Mad Magazine.
The comedic and the macabre might seem like a counterintuitive mixture, but not if one considers popular films such
as “Shaun of the Dead” and the recent “Zombieland.”
“If you show somebody getting his head chopped off and you do a literal drawing, it’s going to gross people out, and
they’re going to go ‘Ewww!’” Mr. Parker said. “But if you do it in a funny way, you can get away with a lot of things. If
you keep humor in your work you can actually tackle subjects that otherwise might turn people off.”
A great place to explore Mr. Parker’s brand of surreal, oddly lighthearted horror is his scriptless Web comic
“Deadboy.”
“I just make it up as I go along,” he says. “I look at the material I did on the previous days and try to think, ‘Well, what
would happen next?’ Eliminating the need for a script — there’s a certain freedom in that. Part of what drives me is
not knowing what will happen. I like being the first one who’s surprised by what occurs.”
Are the results, then, completely random? Hardly. Instead, they effectively serve up what Mr. Parker terms the
“dream imagery of surrealism” in comics form.
Recently, though, Mr. Parker has eschewed surrealism by collaborating with the reigning king of reality-based
comics, Harvey Pekar. As one of a handful of artists working on “The Pekar Project,” Mr. Parker has been able to
fashion brief, punch-line-centered Web comics that in a sense brings everything full circle: they strike one as the
adult, 21st century version of the Sunday comics that Mr. Parker’s grandmother read to him as a boy.
On first encountering Mr. Pekar’s work in the mid-80s, the artist says, “I thought, ‘This is great.’ I didn’t realize people
could do comics stories about themselves.”
So what about everyday life in Maplewood — how is that treating Mr. Parker? Well, in short, he finds the town to be a
place full of both inspiration and community. In fact, Mr. Parker comments on how “surprised and thrilled” he was to
discover, upon moving from New York, the number of “accomplished professional people living out here in this part of
the world.”
“It turns out that this area of Maplewood and South Orange is full of talented and creative people who are doing
interesting things,” he says. “That’s why I never want to leave — except feet-first, of course.”
"copyright Peter Gutierrez 2009, All Rights Reserved"

SFSNNJ Member Movie Reviews
Avatar – Chris Hasselkus
Well, Barry and I went to see it at AMC @ GSP. He gave it 3 1/2 out of 4 stars. A few plot points weren't explained to
his satisfaction, but he definitely recommends it. The film was truly incredible to look at; the effects were seamless.
Blind Side – Chris Hasselkus
My brother Bill was up from Friday to Sunday. On Friday night we went to see The Blind Side. Based on a true story,
everyone in it shined, but Sandra Bullock was truly exceptional. A very heartfelt story. Grade: A
An Education – Chris Hasselkus
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I finally got to see it. It's gotten great reviews, and I can see why. It's about a 16-year-old girl who turns 17 during the
story. She has to choose between trying to get into Oxford or marrying a much older man who shows her life beyond
her studies. Everyone in the movie is terrific. Nothing new, but extremely well done. Grade: A.
Movies Seen – Chris Hasslekus
Thursday I had a kind of Christmas Carol marathon. I saw Disney's with Jim Carrey. The downside was that the
pace was slow as far as the reactions to things go; on the upside the film followed the 1951 version as far as events.
I then watched the 1935 and 1951 versions. TCM also had the 1938 version Christmas day. Grades: 1935 + 1938 =
B;2009 = B+;1951 = A+
Later, I saw Up in the Air w/ George Clooney. It was excellent = A.
On Christmas day I saw Sherlock Holmes, which was better than the promos. The dynamic between Holmes and
Watson worked better than I had expected. The plot was a bit dense, but overall well done = B+.
It’s Complicated – Gene McGrath
Chris H. and I went to see It's Complicated (starring Meryl Steep, Alec Baldwin, and Steve Martin) at the historic
Lafayette Theatre this afternoon. The film was good fun, with more than a few really good laugh-out-loud moments.
All of the principals performed admirably, and all of the supporting players acted their parts quite capably.
I was particularly impressed and even somewhat surprised with Alec Baldwin's ability to be so, shall we say, subtle...
And it was great to see Steve Martin switch from authentic to zany (ever so briefly) and back to authentic. And Meryl
Streep was... well, Meryl Streep. (What more can one say?) Overall, a nice, charming photoplay.
my Grade: B+

Upcoming Conventions
2010 dates:
Lunacon 2010, March 19-21, 2010
New York's Oldest Science Fiction and
Fantasy Convention
Author Guest of Honor: Tanya Huff
Artist Guest of Honor: Theresa Mather
Fan Guest of Honor: Dominick Corrado
Hilton Rye Town, Rye Brook NY
Lunacon 2010
PO Box 432
Bronx, NY 10465
info@lunacon.org

------------------------------------------------------------------I-CON 29
APRIL 9, 10, & 11, 2010!!!
http://www.iconsf.org/
-------------------------------------------------------------------Parsippany, NJ
Fri., Sat. & Sun.
July 9-11, 2010
Hilton Parsippany Hotel
Creation Entertainment's East Coast - Supernatural
Convention

PARSIPPANY, NJ
Fri., Sat. & Sun.
July 9-11, 2010
Hilton Parsippany Hotel

PARSIPPANY, NJ
Fri., Sat. & Sun.
August 13-15, 2010
August 20-22, 2010
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